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(VAST!)
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Lost
Pyramids

Endless Dunes

Eastern
Island

Hiroth
46   79   105

Cloud Forest:
• Displacer to Meren
• Meren Townstone

Mount Ultrae Slopes & Summit:
• Shop (On Meren side of mountain)

Ancient Temple:
• Displacer to Fallraen (on Fallraen

side of entrance)
• Shop (on Meren side of

entrance)

Fallraen Barracks Quest

Crystal Caves
• Displacer to Fallraen

Crystwind Ruins
• Crystwind Displacer
• Crystwind Townstone

QUEST

Redwood Gap:
• Shop (on Lang approach)
• The Pit of Despair Maze Dungeon (Go East at Shop)
• The Flooded Sanctuary Quest
• Displacer to Lang (after Sanctuary Entrance)

The Fury Den

Legion’s Lookout / Bridge

Trial of Gallus Dungeon
• Requires Fury’s Eye, starter Knife, and the Trial of Gallus book

Dragon Queen
• Shop (on Quillrabe side of Dragon Cave Entrance)
• Quillrabe Stone
• Inside cave, a hard to find path to Grescal via Mesa Desert

Lang Townstone

Abandoned Ruins:
• Grescal Stone
• Lots of Uniques & Rares

Utraean Circle:
• Hiroth Stone
• Utraean Catacombs
• Inner Sanctum

Mesa Desert
• Displacer to Hiroth (at

Dragon Queen Cave exit)

Volcanic Caverns
• Shop

Fallraen Forest
• Step Pyramid
• Shop after the step pyramind, at

the elevator house for the
Crystmind Old Mines Exit

Glacial Caverns

Mount Utrae Forest

Iliarth Canyons

Mount Elspen Forest

143

Dornek’s Stone Quarry
Take a left instead of a right
after you exit the Ancient
Temple

The Sulfur Tunnels

20
(Estimate)

Goblin Warrens Bypass
(See “REDWOOD GAP/
LANG Shortcut Inset)

Redwood Gap / Lang Shortcut
• From Lang: Continue South past the

Goblin Warrens Entrance.  Follow the
signs to Quillrabe.  You will arrive at the
shop.

• From Redwood Gap: At the shop go
North, opposite the direction of any
signs that point toward Quillrabe.
Ignore any signs that point to Lang -
they add 191 clicks to the trip.  Once
you reach the edge of the swamp, go
north on the broadwalks.  They’ll take
you to town.

Lost?
Follow the torches in the
swamp

Utraean Peninsula Map
This our guesstimate version.  I apologize for the messiness.  As you can see, the map is definitely not to scale.  It’s here to show distances, and where things are in relation to each other…
approximately. Hopefully I’ll make this map look prettier and neater when, and if, GPG releases a UP map similar to the one of Ehb found in the manual, *or* when we can dump a huge
screenshot of the UP map once the siege editor comes out.  We do, however, try to give correct exit/entrance points for each town, with North pointing up.

We have not fully explored Castle Hiroth yet, so we’re missing any potential quests & distance information for the path between Hiroth & Grescal.  This goes for the “Great Northern
Forest”, which includes paths between Elddim, Hovart’s Folly North, Elddim Lowlands, and Iliarth Meadows.  The Great Northern Forest also includes a shop, two tall towers with an
elevator to the elusive Eastern Islands, a demented protector (“Loola”), monsters from all levels (from Krug to Skeletons to Mucosas to Trolls to Darklings to Bandits …), and much loot
to, well, loot.

The main path is bolded.  This is the path the NPCs in the game recommend you take when you talk to them for directions.  It starts at Elddim and ends at Hiroth (after a side trip to
Grescal to get the Grescal Townstone)

If you have any suggestions, corrections, additions, etc; feel free to contact me at zen@heavengames.com

-Angel Zen, Dungeon Siege Heaven ( http://ds.heavengames.com )

The Lost Pyramids
They are called Lost Pyramids for a
reason.  You can get *really* lost trying to
get to them.

There are two ways to the Pyramids.
The first is via the Two Towers in the
Great Northern Forest (See Note 1).  The
second is from Grescal.

From Grescal, head South-South East.
There is a possibility that you might see
the pyramids or just miss it by a tad.
Now, if you miss it, you will hit the wall
and see a resurrection shrine close by.

Run along the wall till you see the second
resurrection shrine, go past the shrine a
bit and then turn back into the endless
dunes and head North.  Then you should
bump into them.

Goblin Warrens
• Displacer to Lang (located

in second half of dungeon)
• Great leveling opportunity

using machinized weapons

HUB Minimum Levels Legend
25   68   99

BLACK: Regular
GREEN: Veteran
RED: Elite

226

N

Furok Cave:
Fallraen Townstone

121

Hovart’s Folly Quest
• Displacer to Elddim

(Side Entrance in
Hovart’s Folly South)

Ancient Crypts:
• Displacer to Elddim

(on Elddim side of
entrance)

• Elddim Townstone

Hovart’s
Marsh
• Shop

1

Note 1: The Two Towers
There exists two towers in the Great Northern Forest.  Inside one of the towers
is a “magic” elevator that will take you to Eastern Island, which will bring you
out to the Lost Pyramids via a Tunnel, or through the Volcanic Caverns.

To find the towers:
1.) Start from Elddim, go East, and follow the signs to the Ancient Crypts
2.) You will come to a bridge with a guard.  Don’t cross the bridge. Follow the

signs to the Great Northern Forest.
3.) Eventually you will see a sign that says “Hovart’s Folly North 34”.

Continue on the direction the sign points to, and follow the torches.
4.) You will come to a second sign that says “Hovart’s Folly North 21”.

Continue West just a little, cross the small wooden bridge.  Right after you
cross the bridge, go North, up a small ramp, and you will find three wooden
bridges a little to the North.  You want to keep on going north in the area
between the west-most bridge and the middle bridge.

5.) You will hit a precipice.  Venture a little to the west, and up the ramp that
climbs the precipice.  Turn East right there.

6.) You will run into a river.  A little to the North you will find a bridge that
crosses it.  Cross it.  You should be battling Mucosas at this point.

7.) Continue East.  You will find the two towers. (and lots of monsters)
8.) From there, take the elevator down to Eastern Island.


